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Stopping at Loops on a Snowy Evening, or:
What the poet Robert Frost would have written
had he met John [the Automator] Taylor automating the library.
(Footnotes found below: you must manually scroll down:
I'm a bad poet, not a good programmer)

Whose loops[1] are these?
They're John's, no doubt.
Behold the data strewn about;
His program makes the graceful change
From garbage in to garbage out.
His cathode tube must think it strange
That subscripts[2] wander out of range[3]:
Some to the lake[4] are seen to creep,
While others simply make loose change.[5]
The program gives an error beep
As if it had a score to keep.
The only other sound's the chug
Of mainframe torque and data heap.[8]
The subroutine is crisp and snug.
But we must heed the Byline's tug,[9]
And input bytes til' we debug,
And input bytes til' we debug.[10]
-

Richard Hacken

FOOTNOTES:
[1]"loops" as in "nested loops," a variety of waterfowl last sighted on March 4,
1952 by the Audubon Society in a green pond near Fargo, North Dakota.
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[2]"subscript"

is not to be confused with "submarine," which can also go "out of
range," or "superscript," which is the type of money used by Clark Kent.
[3]"out

of range" refers to the distance from the Wasatch Range.

[4]"to

the lake" is obviously a mistake, as any self-respecting subscript knows to
keep its distance from polluted waters.
[5]This

line doesn't make any sense, unless some of the subscripts were hired as
bank tellers at Wells Fargo.
[6]If

computers can beep when we make a mistake, I assume they can also keep
score, and give a printout the first of every month entitled:HEW/HBD/FYP
("Human Errors Which / Have Been Deducted / From Your Paycheck").
[7]You

know better than I do whether or not a mainframe "chugs" or not.

[8]"data

heap" is such a messy word. Let's just say "digital goulasch" or
"information minestrone."
"tug" is not a vessel to help ocean-liners into dock, but just a word I had to use
to rhyme with "chug" and also "de-bug."
[9]

[10]"input

bytes 'til we debug" refers to a strange custom found in the lake district
of Finland (which is extensive, as you know), in which citizens visiting
from Helsinki swarm to the saunas to have their scalps checked for lice, all the
while eating bytes of a funny-looking pudding.
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Lexicon of Loony Library Lore
In the spirit of the 90's (which--as mathematicians and social historians tell us-combine the spirit of the 60's with the spirit of the 30's), we offer the following
definitions, acronyms, sniglets and nerds of wisdom so that ye might have insight
into the wonderful world of academic librarianship, and that ye might have it more
abundantly:
ACRL = All Colleges "Respect" Librarians
ALA = Associated Liberals Anonymous
ARL = A Ranking List
BCR = Bibliographic Computers Rule
BI = Boredom Incarnate
BITNET = a BIT of New Electronic Trash
BYLINE = Brigham's Youngsters stand in LINE
CARS Searchers = (library workers who locate automobiles
for library patrons)
CD-ROM = Change Discs on Really ObsoleteMachines
CJK = Commercial Japan is King
CMDC = Can we Mitigate Drivel in Committees ?
DYNIX = Deal with You-niversities??!?NIX!!
ELWC = Eat, Laugh, Woo, Cuddle
ERIC = Educational Repetition Is Cool
FastCat = Fauna: A Special Turbo-powered Cheetah of
African Terrain
GATEWAY = Goofy Access To Educational netWork At Yale
GODORT = GOvernment DOcuments aRe Troublesome
GTO = Get Technology Off (my back)
HBLL = Husband-Baiting Ladies' Lair
or: Hey! these Books Look Laborious!
or: How Bibliogophers Love Lectures
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or: Hardy Boys? JuveniLe Left...
or: Howard Bybee Likes Latin
HONCHO = Hey, Our Notis Can't Handle Online (serial
information)
ILS = I Lose Sleep
ISBN = I Swiftly Bundle Numbers
ISSN = I Soon Switch Numbers
LAN = Loony Apparatus, Nonpermanent
LC = Lame Copy
LCSH = Loosely Created, Sometimes Harebrained
LGTO = Let's Get Technology Off (our backs)
LIBRARY BUDGET = Let's Inventory
the Books Requested And Recommended by You.
Bet yoU Didn't Get Enough, True?
LTLE = a LiTLE user-unfriendly
LUI = Let's Use Imagination
LUNCH = Let Us Now Chomp Hastily
MARC = Machines Are Relatively Crazy
MDAS = Millions of Dollars Access Serials
MLA = Mogadishu Literary Abstracts
NOTIS = Now Our Technology Is Superseded
or: NOT In Step
OCLC = Our Computers don't Like your Computers
OPAC = Ornery, Perplexing And Carcinogenic
PC = Paralyzing and Costly
PLA = Public Libraries are Anemic
Psychopath = (best search strategy for PsychAbstracts)
Quarto = (Latin term for a book written in 4 parts;
also refers at times to a Mexican milk container)
RBMS = Rare Books--Much Spent
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Recon = (a convict who has paid his debt to society and now
works in the library)
Reclass = (moving from rank to rank as outlined in the HBLL
rank advancement document)
RLG = Running Low on Gas
RLIN = (first name of the custodian employed by the library for
the past 20 years)
Serials Dept. = (area of the library that processes books dealing
with breakfast foods)
SFLC = Such Fine Little Children
Sociopath = (best search strategy for SocioAbstracts)
TNRB = The Noxious Remunerations of Business
ULO = UnLikely Operations
UMI = Unuseful Mix of Information
UNIX = UNfIXed
Union list = (list of states in alphabetical order)
Withdrawn books = (books about introverts)
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Rap entitled
"JOF, you are OFF"
Presented on the occasion
of Janet O. Francis' retirement celebration, June 9, 2001.
BAY, buh-buh-BEE, buh-buh-BYE-BOH-BOO,
JOF, you are OFF with a ... Merci Beaucoup.
Now WHEN we reFER to JOF by NAME,
We ENter on IN to the ACronym GAME
And we MEAN to SAY
In a POST-modern WAY
that NO other LETters than J-O-F
Could BETter repreSENT Janet FRANcis herSELF.
BAY, buh-buh-BEE, buh-buh-BYE-BOH-BOO,
JOF, you are OFF with a ... Merci Beaucoup.
And YET we know ACroNYMs cause conFUsion,
eNOUGH to CAUSE a major BRAIN conTUsion:
Do JAY- oh- EFF truly SIGniFY
A neostructuralist rhetorical manipulation alienated from any ironic
need to perSONiFY
Or ARE they three LETters that IN the END
Simply TELL us that SHE is JUST – OUR – FRIEND?
BAY, buh-buh-BEE, buh-buh-BYE-BOH-BOO,
JOF, you are OFF with a ... Merci Beaucoup.
Now, WHEN we tell JANet that SHE is "OFF,"
We don't MEAN to POINT to any QUIRKS of JOF,
‘Cuz ALL we are TRYin' to GET through her SKULL
is to LET her KNOW that our HEARTS are FULL,
and WE'RE as enAMORed as the POEMS of lord BYron
to KNOW that she is NOT SHY... but SHE's reTIRin'.
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BAY, buh-buh-BEE, buh-buh-BYE-BOH-BOO,
JOF, you are OFF with a ... Merci Beaucoup.
She WALKS in BEAUty, yeah, LIKE the NIGHT
And SELdom if EVer is SHE upTIGHT
With those SMILES that WIN, with CHEEKS that GLOW,
A MIND at PEACE with ALL beLOW,
Oh YEAH, so many DAYS in GOODness SPENT,
the YEARS in CATaloging, WHERE have they WENT?
BAY, buh-buh-BEE, buh-buh-BYE-BOH-BOO,
JOF, you are OFF with a ... Merci Beaucoup.
PreCISion work is TOUGH, but at the END of the DAY,
JANet often GOES on a BUSman's holiDAY;
Yeah, when JOF wanders OFF with a BOOK to READ,
She forGETS about the BARcode and the SUBjects that are
KEYED,
She forGETS the two-SIXty field and ALL the OTHers,
So SHE can pay atTENtion to the WORDS between the COVerS.
BAY, buh-buh-BEE, buh-buh-BYE-BOH-BOO,
JOF, you are OFF with a ... Merci Beaucoup.
SomeTIMES she reads MYSteries all FULL of repreHENsion,
SomeTIMES the butler DID it, just for NARRative conVENtion;
SomeTIMES she doesn't KNOW, and this KEEPS her
in susPENSion;
At TIMES the QUALity assUMES a MINiscule diMENsion,
While OTHer times the DEPTH and
richness CAPture her atTENtion:
But ALways she can BOUNCE it off the BRAIN of Gloria JENson.
BAY, buh-buh-BEE, buh-buh-BYE-BOH-BOO,
JOF, you are OFF with a ... Merci Beaucoup.
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Now, you MAY have seen DAYS when jof HAD a vacant STARE
As she VISited FANTasy SPHERES that are PHYsically not
THERE
In her BOOKS of science FICtion -a PLEASant enough adDICTion,
Yeah, a TEXTual affLICtion of ALien interDICtion
WRITten with conVICtion and yet FREE of all reSTRICtion,
A galACtic jurisDICtion that proVIDES a fine dePICtion
of the HUman and the NOT-so-HUman contraDICtion...
(It IS no dereLICtion, but a GLORious beneDICtion).
In SHORT, jof can SNORT lots and LOTS of COOL escapist
FARE,
But SOME is even MORE than fair; it HAS a certain FLAIR.
BAY, buh-buh-BEE, buh-buh-BYE-BOH-BOO,
JOF, you are OFF with a ... Merci Beaucoup.
Now, NOwhere in STONE is it CARVED and enGRAVEN
That SHE is a SAINT, except mayBE a latter-DAY one,
And YET you know her NAME is JANet FRANcis,
And THAT'S for sure a NAME that SINGS and DANCES:
JOF, let's exCLAIM the TRUTH to you, MISSy,
YOU are one Saint FRANcis that ain't NEVer been a SISSy.
BAY, buh-buh-BEE, buh-buh-BYE-BOH-BOO,
JOF, you are OFF
JOF, you are OFF
JOF, you are OFF
with a ... Merci Beaucoup.
By Dick Hacken, June 2001
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Hark, the Herald Gerald Sings!
Sung on the occasion of Gerald K. Dick's retirement celebration,
August 16, 2001
(to the tune of "Hark! the Herald Angels Sing")

Hark! the herald Gerald sings,
"Glory which retirement brings!
Peace on earth is what I seek,
So I'm leaving just next week.
Joyful, I no more must slog
Through the online catalog...
Adios to PZ 4:
I'll find access points no more."
Hark! the herald Gerald sings,
"Glory which retirement brings!"

"Mild I lay the sixth floor by,
I must leave before I die.
Tell LC I won't decide
When and where to subdivide.
Light and life is all inside me;
But farewell, my brain has fried me...
And this much is crystal clear I won't be back to volunteer."
Hark! the herald Gerald sings,
"Glory which retirement brings!"
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"Hail! I finally get some peace
From the honor code police!
Let my hair down, I'll go wild:
La-dee-dah and mercy mild.
Born for music and for mirth,
Now I get a second birth...
With th'angelic host proclaim:
I'm outta here, I've played that game!"
Hark! the herald Gerald sings,
"Glory which retirement brings!"

Charles Wesley, Felix Mendelssohn and Richard Hacken
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Rap entitled "Gerald's Rear-View Mirror"
Presented on the occasion of Gerald K. Dick's retirement celebration,August 16,
2001.
EnLIGHTenment will be CLEARer, NirVAna that much NEARer
When BYU drops OUT of VIEW in GERald's REAR-view MIRror.
Friends, the TOPic toDAY is GERald k. DICK
Who has STUCK with US through THIN and THICK
(Or... HAS been stuck with US through THICK and THIN),
But NOW his reTIREment CAN beGIN!
HE can asSIGN that last L.C. NUMbah,
And THEN waltz on OUT – or more ACCurately – RUMba.
EnLIGHTenment will be CLEARer, NirVAna that much NEARer
When BYU drops OUT of VIEW in GERald's REAR-view MIRror.

DeSPITE our inTELLigent and SMILing FAces,
DeSPITE our meTICulous and exEMPlary SOCial GRAces,
G. k. d. has CHOSen to LEAVE us ALL beHIND
To FIND those joys in LIFE that he STILL can FIND.
He's PACKin' in his BENefits just a LITtle bit EARly,
Yeah, NOW he disapPEARS,
To SPEND some private YEARS
BeFORE he raps upON those GATES – oh my – so PEARly.

EnLIGHTenment will be CLEARer, NirVAna that much NEARer
When BYU drops OUT of VIEW in GERald's REAR-view MIRror.
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Now, GERald was BORN, I'm supPOSin' that you KNOW,
In the GEM state to the NORTH called ID-uh-HO.
It's BEEN a few years BACK that he WORE his baby DUDS
And first SAW the planet EARTH through the EYES of SPUDS.
His HOMEtown was called REXburg, its FENces made of PICKets,
But someHOW he aVOIDed that disEASE that we call RICKets.

EnLIGHTenment will be CLEARer, NirVAna that much NEARer
When BYU drops OUT of VIEW in GERald's REAR-view MIRror.

Now PAINT this in your MIND's eye, IF you CAN:
A young STUDent at the Y, wantin' to BE a MUSic man,
PRACticin' on the KEYboard for HOUR after HOUR
To GENerate some SERious MUSicological POWer.
Yeah, THAT was GERald from CHORuses to desCANTS,
And HE has since asSISTed with ORgan transPLANTS.

EnLIGHTenment will be CLEARer, NirVAna that much NEARer
When BYU drops OUT of VIEW in GERald's REAR-view MIRror.

GERald, now go POLish wooden HARPS with a CLOTH,
And prePARE to dust your ItALian acCORDions off!
DRESS your bod' in KILTS, ‘cause bein' SCOTtish ain't no SIN:
LIBerate your BAGgpipes, sir, and FILL them up with WIND.
YOU'LL have time to LEARN your SCORES by ROTE:
YOU'LL have time for MUSic: Isn't THAT a fine NOTE?
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EnLIGHTenment will be CLEARer, NirVAna that much NEARer
When BYU drops OUT of VIEW in GERald's REAR-view MIRror.

G.k.D. stills DANCEs... to the TUNE of HIS own DRUMmer;
Since IMitatin' EVeryone ELSE would BE the ONLY thing DUMBer.
SomeHOW he has abSORBED the WISdom of the EAST,
Well, SLIGHTly east of PROvo at the VERy LEAST:
ReTIREment will mean EXtra time for WHAT the spirit imPINGEs,
ProVIDing opporTYUNities for MEDitative BINGes.

EnLIGHTenment will be CLEARer, NirVAna that much NEARer
When BYU drops OUT of VIEW in GERald's REAR-view MIRror.

HE shall cataLOG those BOOKS no MORE.
No MORE committee MEETings TO igNORE.
NO more filling IN of FIELDS that are FIXED,
NO more FIELDS that are VARiable or MIXED;
NO more cataLOGing fields of ANy KIND, it SEEMS,
For NOW his only FIELD will be a FIELD of DREAMS.

EnLIGHTenment will be CLEARer, NirVAna that much NEARer
When BYU drops OUT of VIEW in GERald's REAR-view MIRror.

So LONG now, GERald, we do HATE to see you GO...
But the OPP'site is not TRUE – that's the SAD scenarIO.
Just as YOU shall never MISS these OLD sixth FLOOR salt MINES,
ReMEMber those, who STILL enTRAPped withIN its dark conFINES,
Must DAIly labor FOR their GRUEL as you PLAY upon your SPINet.
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Think MERCifully upON us – for apPROXimately HALF a MINute.

EnLIGHTenment will be CLEARer, NirVAna that much NEARer
When BYU drops OUT of VIEW
When BYU drops OUT of VIEW
When BYU drops OUT of VIEW
in GERald's REAR-view MIRror.

Dick Hacken,
August 2001
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To the tune of: Hail to the Chief
On the occasion of Stirling Albrecht's Retirement
Hail to the Chief of the H.B.L.L.L.L.
As you embark now upon your farewell trek;
May your retirement befit you very well-well,
This is our wih-ish, ex-librarian Albrecht.
CHORUS:
Ever Hail to the Chief of the H.B.L.L.L.,
As we see you retreating out the door - out the door–or–or-or;
Whether we mih-iss you-oo, ti-ime will tell,
Buh-ut we are all indebted and shall be evermore.

.......................................................................................................

Hail to the Sterling example of a man-man;
What have you left us as shyly you retire?
We have the memories, plus those strategic plan-plans,
Which we shall fol-ah-low, perhaps, or admire.
CHORUS:
Ever Hail to the Chief of the H.B.L.L.L.,
As we see you retreating out the door - out the door–or–or-or;
Whether we mih-iss you-oo, ti-ime will tell,
Buh-ut we are all indebted and shall be evermore.

.......................................................................................................
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Hail to the planner we call Sterling-ling-ling-ling.
Hail to your insight which has been outta sight.
That's why our voices are raised to sing, sing, sing, sing.
That's why we're shree-ee-king with all of our might.
CHORUS:
Ever Hail to the Chief of the H.B.L.L.L.,
As we see you retreating out the door - out the door–or–or-or;
Whether we mih-iss you-oo, ti-ime will tell,
Buh-ut we are all indebted and shall be evermore.

.......................................................................................................
Hail to transition and Randy Olson-son-son,
Who has learned much at your honorific knee.
Your job, amigo, is over with and done-done,
But what remaineth now is your legacy.
CHORUS:
Ever Hail to the Chief of the H.B.L.L.L.,
As we see you retreating out the door - out the door–or–or-or;
Whether we mih-iss you-oo, ti-ime will tell,
Buh-ut we are all indebted and shall be evermore.

.......................................................................................................

Music by James Sanderson,
Lyrics by Dick Hacken, 9 August 2002
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"Roy Daniel's Royal Name"

- For Roy Daniel, 1946- 2003

"Roy" is a word that simply means "King,"
With crown and with scepter, espoused to a queen;
And the word nicely fits, because each little thing
About him was "Roy"-al, if you know what I mean.
The lion is known as the King of the Beasts,
And kings and fierce lions and incomplete feasts
Show up in the Good Book now and then,
Like when Daniel showed up in the Lion's Den.
So that is why Roy got the name of Daniel:
You can look it all up in some well written manual.
You can look all these facts up inside of a book,
A logical place, if you care to look
In the Bible, or Dead Sea Scrolls, or the Canon,
Or ask Queen Thea or Princess Shannon.
There are also alternate ways to find
Secrets that unlock the Royalist mind.
These can be found searching A to Z
In sanctum sanctorum of the LRC:
King Roy will perhaps show up on a podcast;
His royal voice goes out perhaps on a broadcast
Telling all students that service is suspended
Until the devotional hour has ended
(If so, then his voice might be ratcheted down
To a lower bass voice for each verb and noun).
Perhaps all his facts will be found on a tape,
On a VHS or in some other shape,
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Perhaps you will find on a DVD
Knowledge illuminating you and me;
Perhaps some mind-blowing fact, like a bomb,
Will explode in your ears on a CD-ROM;
Whatever within our fine LRC you seize,
Retain as a fact in your mind, if you please,
That Roy is the one to thank for these.
Yes, the LRC is where he did his thing,
For this was Daniel's Den of the King.
One extra thing must be said, though it's a pity:
Roy had to serve on more than one committee.
There sat Roy with his beard all official:
His comments were real, and not artificial,
Not uninformed and not prejudicial.
But all Roy's time wasn't spent at work;
He certainly had other places to lurk:
Whether the weather was fair or foul
You could find him and boat at a Lake named Powell;
You could find him as DJ or making a movie,
Showing by example the meaning of "groovy."
Five-foot-five,
Truly alive,
Even though he ate his Wheaties,
Roy since childhood had diabetes.
He suffered from transplants, surgeries and pain,
But then kick-started his life up again.
He never spent time on hoping or wishing,
When he could be out hunting and fishing.
And so Royal Roy got his kicks and his fun
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Behind a car wheel, or a boat, or a gun:
He could be smiling and he could be sweet,
But you never quite knew: was he packing his heat?
If you saw a quick blur on the road, you could bet
You had almost seen Roy in his speeding Corvette.
If Roy had a life, which in quantity
Was far, far too short, it had Roy,
It had joy,
It had solid quality.
Now there is a lesson for sure to be learned:
Live every day, let each minute be earned.
We, all of us, cannot help but be lifted
If we see every hour as royally gifted.
"Roy" is a word that simply means "King,"
With crown and with scepter, espoused to a queen;
And the word nicely fits, because each little thing
About him was "Roy"-al, if you know what I mean.

- Richard Hacken, 15 February 2007
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Certificate of DVS (Digital Virtual Stirlingness)
(to the tune of:"I've Been Working on the Railroad")

Keith's been working at computers, all these live-long years;
Keith's been working at computers, just to calm our online fears.
Can't you hear the Stirling saying: "Log on so early in the day?"
Can't you see his open-access-multi-user way?
User, won't you use, User, won't you use,
User, won't you use our full-text stuff?
User, won't you use, User, won't you use,
User-friendly info fluff?
Someone's packin' data for users,
Someone's packin' data, I know-woh-woh-woh
Someone's packin' data for users,
Pushin' through the data flow.
(And singin':)
See – Dee – DVD – oh,
See – Dee – DVD – oh - oh,
See – Dee – DVD – oooooooh,
Pushin' through the data flow.

Keith, you've both practiced and preached the gospel of bits and bytes.
Let's see if I learned the catechism correctly from you:

When creation started, a dropout geek, Bill Gates,
Played monopoly with a Microsoft most everybody hates.
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For all our money, what exactly did we get?
We got a blackened screen
With just one blinking cursor, a cursor colored green.
To get some information, you had to know commands,
And thus began the rise of roaming programming bands.
Still, it took them years to steal the proper interface,
Which Apple had created much to Microsoft's disgrace.
Then, in proper time, along came the great Al Gore
To first invent the Internet for online shops and more.
So BYU converted, with a strong cyber-conviction,
And the Stirling one rushed to support our database addiction.
Now when his wife says she'd like to own a "nice green dress,"
He thinks that she is asking for her own "IP address."

Presented to Keith Stirling by Dick Hacken –9 April 2003
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Certificate of Generally Referencing
(to the tune of:"Deck the Halls")

Don, you're gone, which makes you jolly,
Fal-la-la-la-la, so never fear;
Your career has been no folly,
Fal-la-la-la-la, you're outta here.
Don, you've donned your lax apparel,
Fal-la-la-la-la-la, get a grip;
After years of General Reference,
Now comes retirement... the ultimate trip.
Don, since your recent years have been devoted to convincing students and
faculty that NOT ALL answers to reference questions come from the Internet,
I've decided to tweak your cheek and yank your chain by telling all about you,
by generally referencing you, courtesy of Google.And this is what I found
in Google:

In Maryland, Don Howard owns a thriving paint-shop store,
Offering pastel colors and varnishes and more.
In California, red and yellow blossomings have flowered
Thanks to the manure sold by one... Don Howard.
A specialist in primitive ethnic art found in Orlando
Calls himself Don Howard, but he looks like Marlon Brando.*
Did you know as well that in 1952
Don Howard wrote the pop tune "Oh Happy Day?" It's true.
A person who can share with him the very self-same name
Is professor of philosophy at South Bend's Notre Dame.
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Don's an archer in Great Britain and a yachtsman in New York,
In Sydney he preaches, and in Georgia he grills pork.
But the only Dean of Dons worth mentioning
Is the one we have right here,
The one who's stood beside us year by year.
* That used to be a compliment but isn't anymo'.

Presented to Don Howard by Dick Hacken –9 April 2003
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Certificate of Quid Pro Quo Quotation Queries
(to the tune of:"Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious")

Haybron, you're a favorite son of Buckeye State Ohio;
That's what census records show, and so, Oh me, Oh My-oh,
We repeat again the pun: "Which state, now please reply-oh,
Is rounded at the ends and at the middle it is High-oh?"
O – H – I – O is rounded at the ends; the middle's "Hi"-oh.
Haybron, now you're leaving us to bask in restful splendor;
You've taught us genealogy is more than names or gender,
You've dug up quotes, and by the way, you've been a staunch extender
Of all the latest news; you are a plugged-in radio sender.
So ciao, good luck, auf Wiedersehen, are all that we can render.

Haybron, you've spent years searching for answers, especially for
quotations.
Maybe if you'd been just a bit more efficient, it wouldn't have taken so
many years.
But you often had classy clientele: both specific and General
Authorities relied on you to footnote their phrases.
And so I say unto you:
"Samuel Adams" is the name of a classic Boston beer,*
But more than that, an ancestor of Haybron, that is clear.
And like that patriot Adams who signed the Declaration,
This direct descendant has served God and served his nation.
Haybron is an expert man at answering epistles
That come his way from everywhere, even from apostles.
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He knows what every word's worth and he knows the story
About when Wordsworth trailed those homebound clouds of glory.
He knows where to find out if ever Captain Cook
Said "Gesundheit" one fine night in downtown Keokuk.
Now Haybron, here's one final quote for you to verify:
"Après moi, das ewig Weibliche entrate qui in jubilo at the Y."
Other than me, who said it? and when? and in which context flow?
Answer us that, dear Haybron, and then... we'll let you go.
*I know this from googling, not gurgling.

Presented to Haybron Adams by Dick Hacken – 9 April 2003
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Aspen Grove, Mountain Cove
(to the tune of "Jingle Bells")

Winding up the road,
Past Redford's Sundance Lodge,
We almost hit a deer,
That's why we drive a Dah-odge;
The road is curved ahead,
Snow piles are left and right,
What fun it is to drive and drool
For buffet meals tonight.
Oh, Aspen Grove, mountain cove
Tucked behind Mount Timp,
What fun it is to feed our face
And turn into a blih-imp;
Aspen Grove, mountain cove
Tucked behind Mount Timp,
What fun it is to feed our face
And turn into a blimp.
An hour or two ago,
We thought we'd drive toward
The mountaintop with par...
- ty animals abo-oard;
The road was lean and lank,
It led us to the top
Until we reached a parking lot,
And there we had to stop.
(repeat the Chorus, of chorus):
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Oh, Aspen Grove, mountain cove
Tucked behind Mount Timp,
What fun it is to feed our face
And turn into a blih-imp;
Aspen Grove, mountain cove
Tucked behind Mount Timp,
What fun it is to feed our face
And turn into a blimp.
The reason that we're here
Is not to be inspired
We've labored long enough,
And we are very ti-ired;
So speeches and the like
Are something you can burn;
We're here to have a good time ‘cause
We'd rather eat than learn.
(repeat the Chorus, of chorus):
Oh, Aspen Grove, mountain cove
Tucked behind Mount Timp,
What fun it is to feed our face
And turn into a blih-imp;
Aspen Grove, mountain cove
Tucked behind Mount Timp,
What fun it is to feed our face
And turn into a blimp.

(James Pierpont, 1857 & Dick Hacken, 2003)
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'Twas the Committee Before Christmas

'Twas the committee before Christmas, and all through the LAO
Not a creature knew how long the meeting would go;
The agenda was hung out all empty and bare,
In hopes that adjournment soon would be there;
Committee members nestled all bored in their places,
While visions of forced smiles danced on their faces.
Randy with his Pepsi, and I in my motorized seating,
Were settling down for a long administrative meeting.
When out in the atrium there arose such high voices,
We wondered out loud who was making such noises:
Away to the window I literally rolled,
And through the shutters I peered, so curious and bold.
The sun on the sheen of the nice wood veneer
Allowed all the persons outside to appear;
My wondering eyes with a stare all imprudent
Saw a tightly knit group of twelve tiny students,
With a little old librarian, so full of good will,
I knew in a moment it must be... St. LiiL.
LiiL is a St. Nickname, or that's my deduction,
That stands for "Information Literacy and Library Instruction."
More rapid than tortoises St. LiiL's adjectives they came,
And she pointed out departments and called them by name;
"Now, History! now, Econ! now, Social and Sciences!
On, Humanities! on Religion! on, General Appliances!
Now, Science! now, Math! now, Music and Dance!
On, Family! On History of Scotland and France!
Now, Special Collections! now, Government Docs!
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On, Agronomy! on Philosophy! On Geology and Rocks!
To the top of the catalog! to the top of the website!
Now dash into databases! Get wisdom and light!"
As folio leaves that before the onslaught of acidic paper crumble,
As they meet with a reader pile up in a jumble,
So off to the instruction rooms the students they rushed,
With iPods in their ears as their instructor just gushed.
And then, in a twinkling, when they had jogged in
Came the prancing and pawing as each student logged in.
As I pulled up my e-mail and was checking my spam,
In with a bound came Saint LiiL, oh yes, Ma'am.
She was dressed in fake fur, from her foot to her head,
And "Boolean is Herculean!" is the first thing she said.
A bundle of bibliographies she had stacked in her arms,
And she started to describe online catalog search charms:
Subject headings -- how they twinkle! Their commas, how merry!
Perhaps you'll find cheese under "Products, comma, dairy."
Her droll little mouth was drawn up in a grin
As she showed how to locate Subjects by their Discipline:
"Just click on ‘School of Dentistry' while gritting your teeth
And the link for "Orthodontics" will appear underneath."
She had a laser pointer with an ignorance detector
That shook, and then beeped, and then turned on the projector.
For the first time all semester, the students were thinking,
And now their reliance on Google was sinking.
Soon the brains of the students were smoking, all twelve,
And I laughed when I saw it, in spite of myself.
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A wink of her eye and a twist of her nose,
Soon gave them to know how to find full-text prose;
She spoke pedagogy, going straight to her work,
And filled all their brains up; then turned with a jerk,
And laying her finger aside of the mouse,
She said: "Gotta go, my kids are expecting me back at the house."
She sprang to her Honda, turned on the ignition,
And away she then flew, like a brain spike of cognition.
But I heard her exclaim, to the lads and the lasses:
"Wait a minute, it's Christmas! Why am I teaching classes?"

... for Julene Butler to read, Christmas 2004,
written by Dick Hacken
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Farewell Sonnets to Christina
in 4 Swiss-American Languages

ENGLISH:
Oh Christina, from the Land of Cheese,
From Wisconsin – if you pretty please:
You're about to leave the Beehive State
To study Latvian lore and contemplate
The wisdom George Mason can impart.
We wish you many joys in your new start.
You always seem to have a pleasant mood
While organizing parties piled with food.
You've helped each student, helped each anxious prof,
And never told them where they could get off:
We'll miss you when you're gone, and that's a fact,
With curtains rising on your life's next act.
Think of us while doing all your packin'
And "Best Wishes," says your friend, Dick Hacken

FRENCH:
Oh, Christina, de la Terre de Fromage,
De Wisconsin, parce que tu est assez sage:
Tu vas quitter l'État de la Ruche
Pour étudier la science, pour n'être pas cruche,
Pour recueillir la sagesse de Georges Mason un peu.
Nous te souhaitons beaucoup de joies dans ton nouveau lieu.
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Tu paraissais toujours avoir une humeur agréable
Pendant que tu arrangeais les fêtes sur la table.
Tu as aidé tous les profs à la manière de la brise
Et jamais leur as exigé qu'ils se volatilisent:
Tu nous manqueras quand tu en es allé, voilà le fait,
Tu vas réussir à toute de ta vie, oui, ça c'est vrai.
Pense à nous en faisant tout ton packin'
Et plus "Bons Voeux", dit ton ami, Dick Hacken

ITALIAN:
Oh Christina, dalla Terra di Formaggio,
Da Wisconsin, molto lontano da Bellagio:
Tu scampi bella lo Stato d'Alveare
Per studiare lettone e contemplare
La saggezza di Giorgio Masone
T'auguriamo molte gioie, tu cervellone.
Con mano sinistra, con mano destra,
Tu ci servi cibo durante la festa.
Professori o studenti, tu aiuti tutti,
E mai dissi loro che siano brutti:
Ci mancherai quando tu vai in gita.
Ti speriamo ogni riuscita nella tua vita.
Pensi a noi mentre fai il tuo packin'
"Tanti auguri" dice tu amico, Dick Hacken
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GERMAN:
Du Christina, vom Mittelwesten-Käseland,
Von Swiss-consin, wo Deine Kindheit ja stattfand:
Du bist bereit, den Bienenstock-Staat zu hinterlassen,
Um den Weg zu wandeln durch kulturelle Gassen,
Und von Georg Maurer Weisheit zu empfangen.
Wir hoffen, das bringt Dir rotes Blut in die Wangen.
Du scheinst ja immer, immer vom Gemüte angenehm,
Sodass, um Party zu feiern, wissen wir gleich mit Wem.
Du hast es verstanden, jeden Studenten zu erbauen
Und nie hast Du Einem gesagt, er solle gleich abhauen.
Wir werden dich vermissen, doch die Trauer ist vergebens:
Denn Du betrittst erfolgreich die nächste Szene des Lebens.
Denk an uns, von Zeit zu Zeit bei dem Einpacken,
Und "Beste Wünsche" wünscht Dir Dick Hacken

- 2006 -
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Encomium Garrettiae
In Praise of Jeff Garrett Organizing the GNARP Symposium
7 October 2006 - Frankfurt, Germany
Historic & Rare Manuscript (Facsimile):

Transcription:
Ye laboring classes
Raise your glasses!
Three cheers
Over beers!
Everything's fine
Over wine!
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As we wonder whether
Anyone could have put together
A gathering of librarians
And a smattering of humanitarians
-- Sitting around podiums
With information silo custodians –
Into a symposium
So imposing
At a book fair
So fair
As well as Jeff Garrett,
Let's all grin and bear it.
While we go our various ways
We'll keep these memorable days
In our hearts and in our livers
As we cross oceans and rivers.
Three cheers for Jeff:
We got nothing' leff'
But three cheers for Jeff:
Hip, Hip, [etc.] !
Hip, Hip, [etc.] !
Hip, Hip, [etc.] !
- by Dick Hacken
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"A Christmas Visit From Russian Santa Nyikolaus"

Twas the week before the week before Christmas and all through
St. Pyeterburg
Not a capitalist was stirring, not even to do the jitterbug,
The former KGB was snuggled behind listening devices,
Hoping to forestall any Christmastime crisis.
When what to their wondering ears should come shootin'
But the voice of their comrades, saying:"Down with Vladimir Putin."
Meanwhile was taking off from Reindeer-Port Jolly Santa Nyikolaus,
Determined to visit with presents your Amyerican house.
On Olga, On Volga, On Ivan-Scavinsky-Scavar
Past Iceland, Past Greenland, Amyerika is so far!
When sleigh attains altitude of 30,000 feet, Santa gives admonyition
To Reindeer: loosen your seatbelts, but keep tray tyables in upright position;
And laying a finger aside of his ear, and giving a nod,
He bounces in tune to his video iPod.
When sleigh reaches airspace of Saskatchewan,
The air is all frozen from dusk until dawn,
But the weather gets better, hypothermia is averted
By the warmth emanyating from Cardston, Alberta.
Then Santa turns left, as all socialists can do,
And flies for Amyerican border right through,
The jets, how they scramble; the missiles, how merry;
Except Nyikolaus comes in peace, with presents to carry.
Descending to Utah, he sees a great glow
That comes from a byasketball buildink below:
Not Dyelta Center, that's not the solutions:
The name on the side calls it "Energy Pollyutions."
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Then leaving a gift for Kirilenko (Andrei)
Santa from Zion's Bank roof flies his sleigh.
Russian to visit us nice peoples, ho, ho,
Nyikolaus makes it a post-Thanksgiving Point to visit Provo:
The moon on the crest of the Wilson football
Gives the luster of success to Bronco Mendenhall,
And a lovelier Beck pass can never be seen
Than the one Santa gives as a gift to Johnny Harline.
But as Santa flies over the HBLL,
He is shaking his head, as he cups his hand to yell:
"Here there is nothink more I can be givink,
Already is here so much love in the livink."
But I heard him exclaim, as he left some advice
For all boys and girls, whether naughty or nice:
"Please, please to check your sushi now and then
To avoid radioactive element: Polonium 210."
- Dick Hacken, December 2006
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"Marvelous Marvin is Wiggin' On Out"

What is the message today all about?
Marvelous Marvin is wiggin' on out.
Forty long years in the wilderness
Have given him more than his fill of us:
Just as you'll no longer find J.C. Higgins in Sears,
You'll no longer see Marvin Wiggins hang out with his peers.
But let's take a minute just to review
What Marvin has put or pushed or taken us through.
Through the virtual birches
Of the forest of knowledge he searches
And he says: follow me – through sociology.
(Sociology, the methodology of finding satisfaction in human
interaction.)
And he says: follow me – through psychology.
(Psychology, the apology for minds that unwind.)
And he says: follow me, buddies – through family studies.
(Family studies, knowing which lever to push forever.)
With the specialized knowledge that he hath
Marv leads us all down the rosy path...
Down the family studies path,
Down the sociopath,
Down the psychopath.
And today
We survey
The aftermath.
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We count up the students that he hath
Led down the path
Of knowledge
Within the College
And the alliances
Of Family, Home, Social and Who Knows What Other Kinds of
Sciences.
Yes, today we count
As the numbers mount
The number of those Mr. M. Wiggins guided,
Of all those who in him confided:
Of all the professors,
Positive progressors and negative regressors,
Of all the patrons, all the matrons,
Of students eager to learn,
Of donors with plenty of money to burn,
Of those in many an academic location
Who needed behavioral information.
Of all those brutish former losers
Who became astute, Wiggins-trained, library users.
If ever Marv happened to meet a jerk,
His skills quickly turned him toward social work:
Former thieves and barroom bouncers –
These he guided to family counselors.
So here is a man who has done Oh-So-Much,
Revealing in all he accomplished the true Wiggins touch:
Biographically even his indexing labors
Extended to Mormons as well as their Neighbors.
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His teaching was terrific
And only rarely soporific.
He even knew the possible uses
To find what might be the best excuses
For setting out behavioral objectives
And staving off invectives
In a way whereby instruction
Without total cerebral destruction
For students of the university
Could with uniform alacrity
Guarantee the highest levels,
Could round off the nicest bevels
Of wisdom...
And we will miss him.
Today our words are not symbolic,
They are organic, metabolic,
They are even somewhat true,
Even if filled with the tritest hype
For we are indeed most grateful to
This socio-psycho-instructional librarian type
Whose name in stone we carve:
Named Marvelous Marv.
Today with our words we frolic
To celebrate our colleakue.
Whether we be low in station,
Making just a quick notation
Illustrating our elation,
Or whether we be apostolic
In our praises hyperbolic,
We all raise a chorus
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Within the forest
Of knowledge
At the Home and Family (Etc.) College
To our friend
Whose career is at an end.
What is the message today all about?
Marvelous Marvin is wiggin' on out.
Forty long years in the wilderness
Have given him more than his fill of us:
Just as you'll no longer find J.C. Higgins in Sears,
You'll no longer see Marvin Wiggins cavort with his peers.

- Richard Hacken, 31 January 2007
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I Am the Very Model of a Bibli-Specialographer
I am the very model of a Bibli-Specialographer,
I liaise if you pliaise with the poly- or monographer,
Assisting students fidgety who seek their knowledge digitty,
As well as those who look in books both softly spined and rigidy;
I'm very well acquainted too with persons professorial,
I get them what they want, a task at times phantasmagorial;
In narrow disciplines I point to articles and bulletins,
Instructing while deducting all misleading or subjective spins...
I'm very good at reverential, deferential reference
Although selecting titles is my rightful place and preference;
In short, I alternate between deciduous and conifer:
I am the very model of a Bibli-Specialographer.
I could be called a curator, I once cured beef all jerkily,
Which fits my job description only enigmatic-murkily;
I could be called a specialist, for I've made lists of specialties
And annotated them and even called them bibliographies;
I choose between the news that comes on paper or on microfiche
And then connect and do collect resources for each micro-niche;
Decisions that I make, you know, are as a pro selectively,
And thus I'm a selector of such subjects most subjectively.
I'm able to spell acronyms with letters near identical,
Confusing persons both professorishal and studentical:
In short, in matters that require a stereotypeographer,
I am the very model of a Bibli-Specialographer.
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In fact, when I know what is meant by "strategy" and "management",
When I can tell at sight what is acceptance versus banishment,
When such affairs as teaching and committees are agreed upon,
And when I know precisely the short phrase, "official liaison,"
When I have learnt the metadata for our incunabula,
When I know words Ukrainian describing a parabola:
In short, when knowledge is delivered to me most caesarean,
Well then, I will be what folks call an actual Librarian--I'm very good at reverential, deferential reference
Although selecting titles is my rightful place and preference;
In short, I alternate between deciduous and conifer:
I am the very model of a Bibli-Specialographer.

- Gilbert and Sullivan and Richard Hacken
...with penance to be performed at Penzance
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Dark Future
Or: The Night the Lights Go Out in Utah
Come December, please remember (or forget it if you can)
That the power grids will go on skids beneath an “upgrade plan.”
Yes, the intense dark will be quite stark, you see,
Taking away the meaning of life, my Wifi 2 and MP3.
Excess access will be cut down to a fault,
While library-type services come screeching to a halt.
They’ll turn off the zap at its central tap,
When this part of town has its power down in a rip-rap cybergap.
I thought we lived in the Land of the Free,
So why are they disconnecting me? (That’s a little freer than I want to be).
When I’m unwired,
It’s worse than being fired.
The library power is going down:
Disempowerment" is the proper noun.
PC, USB, HP, LCD, IP, DVD, CD-ROM,
All of my gizmos are dead and gone.
They just won’t work; so I bid fond farewell
To the southernmost reaches of the HBLL.
As the Old Year flows out and the power goes out,
As the New Year rolls in, and it’s still dark about,
Where is my iPod, Izod, iTunes, iPhone?
I’m all alone
To quake and cower
Without my proper power ,
Without my Macintosh,
Oh my gosh,
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Without my PC
To comfort me.
My speaker is mute,
And I can’t reboot.
The library power is going down:
Disempowerment" is the proper noun.
PC, USB, HP, LCD, IP, DVD, CD-ROM,
All of my gizmos are dead and gone.
They just won’t work; so I bid fond farewell
To the southernmost reaches of the HBLL.
Who will protect us; where’s my surge protector?
I can’t even use an overhead projector.
Looking for books is very well and fine,
But how can I do it when the catalog’s offline?
My anti-glare flat screen
Won’t care and can’t be seen.
No laptop, no scanner, no LaserJet, no ScanJet.
Canon and Epson and HP will be out, you bet.
I’ll be workaholic with hands and ankles bound;
I’ll crave electricity, but it won’t be around.
With all the juice turned completely off,
I’ll be like a pig without his corn-filled trough.
The library power is going down:
Disempowerment" is the proper noun.
PC, USB, HP, LCD, IP, DVD, CD-ROM,
All of my gizmos are dead and gone.
They just won’t work; so I bid fond farewell
To the southernmost reaches of the HBLL.
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Forget about your Microsoft Outlook, Excel, PowerPoint, Word:
Without the power, what’s the point? It’s all absurd.
Acquisition Station is going on vacation
(A euphemism for its quick evacuation).
Forget about networks with old pals like Novell;
There’ll be log-in / log-out for zero personnel.
Gigabit, gigabyte, virus check, oh my heck:
Norton Symantec, looking like a train wreck.
Cables for modems and adapters for hubs
Will be just as effective as the… Chicago Cubs.
Broadband routers and Ethernet switches
Might as well be used for digging ditches.
The library power is going down:
The library power is going down:
Disempowerment" is the proper noun.
PC, USB, HP, LCD, IP, DVD, CD-ROM,
All of my gizmos are dead and gone.
They just won’t work; so I bid fond farewell
To the southernmost reaches of the HBLL.
What about the data found in databases?
Where they once were will just be empty spaces.
Historical Abstracts and the MLA
Will have not a single word to say.
PCI, CRL and even Google Scholar
Will breathe their last in a deathly squalor.
Proquest , MedLine, Sirsi and JSTOR
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WorldCat and ArtStor will be no more,
And just as surely as Houston is in Texas,
There’ll be a blow to LexisNexis in the solar plexus.
All these data have to go,
I’m telling you this for your Psych-Info.
The library power is going down:
The library power is going down:
Disempowerment" is the proper noun.
PC, USB, HP, LCD, IP, DVD, CD-ROM,
All of my gizmos are dead and gone.
They just won’t work; so I bid fond farewell
To the southernmost reaches of the HBLL.
The internet servers will be dead, and how –
So tell us, Tricky Dicky, where’s the wacky wiki now?
Apple blog, pecan Log, Adobe Acrobat,
Samsung , Toshiba, Sony online chat;
Intel, Montel, trying to stay calm
Synching my Treo with Blackberry and Palm,
MacroMedia, Wikipedia, Blu-Ray DVR
Auf Wiedersehen, Arrivaderci and au revoir.
Vaio, Tivo, Java, lava, Zippy Dippy memory sticks:
None of them will store a thing using any tricks.
But maybe when the power comes back on alive,
There’ll be a little something left upon my memory drive.
The library power is going down:
Disempowerment" is the proper noun.
PC, USB, HP, LCD, IP, DVD, CD-ROM,
All of my gizmos are dead and gone.
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They just won’t work; so I bid fond farewell
To the southernmost reaches of the HBLL.
All this too
Could happen to you:
Before you see dear Santa Claus
There could be a power pause.
The advent of 2-zero-zero-8
Could make the future evaporate.
Happy New Year, take a break
From all the problems that computers make;
Give yourself a cyber-rest
Go ahead now, be my guest.
Don’t get depressed or go into rages,
Just pretend it’s the Middle Ages.
The library power is going down:
Disempowerment" is the proper noun.
PC, USB, HP, LCD, IP, DVD, CD-ROM,
All of my gizmos are dead and gone.
They just won’t work; so I bid fond farewell
To the southernmost reaches of the HBLL.

Dick Hacken,
13 November 2007
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The Rime of the Ancient Librarian
Or: The Kierkegaardian Kirche-Guardian of the Collection
Friends and Romans and Good Old Buddies,
In the spirit of Ancient Studies,
Today we study an ancient librarian
Who’s skipping out since he’s a “sexagenarian.”
(That’s a term we can use in company that’s mixed, see:
It simply means that he’s older than sixty.)
Idealists and realists, now come join with Socrates
In the spirit of Eastern and Western philosophies,
As we cogitate the meaning of a Socratic career
That now shrinks to zero as all duties disappear.
Yet Gary shall not imitate that wise and ancient Greek
By retiring mind and body so totally this week:
Thus, in the reception that shall follow
No hemlock is provided for Gary to swallow.
All we hawks and doves and pigeons,
In the spirit of true Religion,
All we fluttering faithful flocks,
Both paradox and orthodox,
Let us here be congregated
While Gary the Gillum is celebrated.
As we look back from MMVII,
What are the scenes that to our memory fly?
We see Gary seated at his organized desk
Or working on committees that are Kafkaesque.
We smell the moldy books he has assessed,
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We hear from the students he has blessed,
We feel he is unique in the Intermountain West,
And for this we are grateful and impressed.
Guiding students through Greek complexes,
Indexing Dialogue or dialoging indexes,
Reading the Gesamtausgabe of Nietzsche quite simply,
Or sharing years of expertise on Hugh W. Nibley,
Gary clearly saw his mission as Wisdomologist,
So now we say to him: “Vision Accomplished.”
(He doesn’t have to land on a carrier deck
For us to see the magnitude of his trek.)
Today we’ve been inspired by Gillumnian mouthy words
Before he retires to his land southwards
Through and past a narrow neck of land
We call East Bay, that’s full of sand,
Even unto Springville, where he now
May peace and quietude upon himself endow.
But if we know Gary, and I think we do,
His work will never be finished or through.
Twiddling his thumbs and stretching his toes
Is not the kind of life that Gary knows.
It’s certain that he and his Signe-ficant other
Will take on one task after another.
Out of the books which shall be written,
Let negativity be forbidden.
Let every kindred and tongue and people
Shout it from the rooftops, ring it from the steeple:
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Verily, verily, it shall come to pass
That all earthly joy he shall surpass.
We hope he will accept our wishes and fulfill ‘em:
That is the destiny of Gary P. Gillum.

Dick Hacken,
5 December 2007
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The Retirement of Susan Fales
There are strange things done down on Level One
By the women who digitize;
Those who curate sometimes work too late
With their Lasik-sharpened eyes;
The Northern Wing has seen many a thing,
But the strangest of all the tales
Was a day of woe in old Provo:
The retirement of Susan Fales.
Now Susan at least was from Back East, and knew Massachusetts best;
Why she left her home in the East to roam in the desert, only she knows best.
She lived in this land of salt and sand and kept her feelings in check,
Though she'd often say in her homesick way that "she'd sooner live in heck."
When day by day she would study her way through the courses at Utah State,
The mystery of history became her lifelong fate.
Though she was an Ag, the time would drag unless she could study the past;
And the British Isles brought her great big smiles, so she learned that history fast.
Now you see there was a very just cause for her love of the Greenwich Mean,
For the English bug lay deep and snug right within her very own genes:
The maternal side really did reside in the city of Ashford in Kent,
A proper noun describing a town where the missionaries were sent.
So take a good gander at one Elder Anderson and at the diary
He wrote while tracting, from when he was acting as a British missionary:
If you will look through to page 82, you will there see digitized
The good Clifford name and their daughter, the same the family has long prized.
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But I do digress, and so now I guess it's time to get back to Ms. Fales,
We will skip the years full of sweat and tears when her resumé blanches and pales;
For she did this and that as a bureaucrat for more than one junior college:
I am not speaking ill when I say we all thrill she rejoined the pathway of knowledge.
Her praises were sung here at Brigham Young, as she studied librarianship
And in '73 with a Masters Degree her career started on one grand trip,
But when I say "trip," I don't mean a slip that plants the floor flat on your face,
No, no, what I mean is the journey that's seen as professional wisdom and grace.
Look what a career she built year by year, though at first it was all analog;
Articles and books and scholarly nooks were the realm of this fine pedagogue;
She built up collections and made cool connections for the good of the library's sake.
Much she has written of Saints in Great Britain, and she published a book with Chad
Flake.
But with talent comes nerve, and we saw Susan swerve from the Light to the Dark
Side, you know:
Recessive the trait to administrate (AUL in the old ULO),
Where she used her charms to mitigate harms that proceed from strategic planning,
Until sanity told her to break free and to set about digital scanning.
So she tied her rope to the Trails of Hope, and to history that's local;
As she strongly cast the digital past with a faith that's true and vocal.
Now scholarly stations in foreign nations display documents that are Mormon,
So we give Susan thanks as she enters the ranks of retirees now having more fun.
From London to Leeds nobody succeeds like Susan Fales when she's reading,
From breakfast to dinner she turns up a winner, for Susan Fales by succeeding.
It's said around here with a voice soft and clear that "Charity never faileth."
Despite her last name, we'll tell you the same: Susan ruleth and prevaileth!
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Just list to her laughter and please tell her afterward what a good job she has done;
With voice so sincere, speak into her ear, giving praise for the victory won…
With your feet on the floor, just point to the door, instructing our brave erstwhile
chum,
"The exit's discreet, but as you retreat, don't let it strike you on the bum."
So here she sits now, taking one last bow, in the depths of our Info Silo;
And she wears a smile you could see a mile, and she says: "Farewell, for I know
That it's fine in here, but I greatly fear, that I've finally acquiesced Since I left, alas, my home state of Mass., it's the first I've been able to rest."
There are strange things done down on Level One
By the women who digitize;
Those who curate sometimes work too late
With their Lasik-sharpened eyes;
The Northern Wing has seen many a thing,
But the strangest of all the tales
Was a day of woe in old Provo:
The retirement of Susan Fales.

Dick Hacken, 30 January 2008
With apologies to Robert Service, Sam McGee, and the Northern Lights.
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Charlie Fineman is a Fine Man
On his retirement from Harvard in 2008
Did you knów that the hist’ry of WESS is wrapped up
In the lives of those people who aptly conduct
The actívities ánd the bureaucracy too
That have máde WESS so groovy for me and for you?
Well, todáy let me júst introduce some years later,
Someone whó lifted WÉSS and who máde it the greater:
Charlie Fineman’s his name; he’s a free-lance translator,
But three décades ago he was one WESS creator.
The WESS Néwsletter, like a free flowing Euphrates,
He kept éditing áll through the years of the Eighties,
And it cáme without Internet, e-mail or server.
He used typewriters, postage and long, faithful fervor.
If we tráce back his hístory, ít can turn vague,
But we know he served IFLA and lived in The Hague
Betwixt making a Yale break from downtown New Haven
To Northwéstern as sóme sort of biblio-maven.
On the road again, Charlie decided to choose
The less urban surroundings of Cal – Santa Cruz.
Even there in tall redwoods caressed by the fog,
Charlie’s thoughts kept on turning to Stockholm and Prague.
So this gypsy existence he took on the road
One more time; on to Cambridge he switched his abode.
Scandinavia, Italy, France were his beats,
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Adding Widener knowledge for Harvard elites.
Hey, the réason I even bring up all this stuff
Is that Charlie has nów said he’s wórked quite enough.
No commíttees more, nó Finnish Festschrift selecting:
He’s retiring, he’s resting, he’s simply defecting.
- Richard Hacken
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Barbara Walden is All Done
On her retirement from Wisconsin in 2008
Barbara Walden is finished, she’s finally all done:
She has spent her allotment of library fun.
Her accomplishments burgeon so much we can’t list them
As she exits the “General Library System.”
GLS is the acronym where she retired
At Wisconsin: I find the name truly inspired.
(But perhaps at your own institution are found
Even prettier acronyms running around).
Barbara’s studies began at the Oberlin College,
Where she picked up some German and musical knowledge,
Mastered Europe’s long history next at UMinn,
Then in Denver let library science creep in.
Thence from British Columbia to Mini-Most-Apple:
Twenty-éight years to gather the goods and to grapple
With good ínfo and also computer appliances
For the stúdy of Wéstern Euró social sciences.
Ten years móre now have stretched towards Waldensian swan song
Being sung at the Madison U of Wisconsin.
Barbara authored and digitized, chaired up our WESS;
We are only a few among those she has blessed
So we conjugate now the verb “Walden,” exalt it:
„Ja, ich walde, du waldest, und Barbara waldet.“
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Now that’s only the active and only the singular –
But she’s been very active and truly most singular.
Barbara’s nót yet retiring from life, don’t you see:
Now it’s time to work hard on her own Ph.D.
She says “TTFN” is her most solemn vow:
So to her (WaldenBooks), we say “Ta-Ta For Now.”
- Richard Hacken
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In Lehmann's Terms
On his retirement from Penn in 2008
Just a decade ago, we were all ten years fresher
But were feeling the strains of the Y2K pressure,
Since the digits confused by millennial coding
Would be causing Apocalypse Now by exploding.
When precisely into this precipitous mess,
Stephen Lehmann stepped in as the new chair of WESS:
He did nót solve a problem that díd not need solving,
No, he merely helped WESS in its further evolving.
From Berzérkly to Lésotho in the Peace Corps,
San Diego, Nebraska, and finally Swarthmore,
Stephen learned and he wrote and he translated, too,
Till he joined up at Penn with the library crew.
If you know Stephen Lehmann, you know his sharp mind
Has been building collections, the most humane kind,
By selecting at Penn based on feelings he felt
While supporting the efforts in stacks of Van Pelt.
There’s just one final fact that I think you should know.
Stephen always has had dual passports to show:
One American, one from a postage-stamp realm
(Liechtensteinian citizenship at the helm).
It's a privilege passed down through the family roots
That can be verified through a court in Vaduz.
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When the Vietnam War in the Sixties was crafted,
Stephen Lehmann, our friend, never even got drafted.
Though he’s traveled each day between Swarthmore and Penn
Though he’s come back the next day to do it again,
Now the time has arrived for his final retiring
And we all wish him well in his further aspiring.
- Richard Hacken
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Introducing X J Kennedy
At the 12th Books for Young Readers Symposium at the Provo Public Library, 2008
It’s a very great pleasure for me to make this introduction,
And particularly when I point to poetic production
Which our visiting couple, XJ and his wife, Dorothy,
Have unloosed on the youth of the world, by anthology.
They have edited words, they have captured the finest of images,
They have Knocked at a Star, they have Talked Like the Rain in scrimmages
Of poetic compassion and humor with each of the muses;
And today this XJ is in Provo to teach and amuse us.
So the name "Joseph Kennedy" may sound familiar, you say?
That’s the very-most reason our guest has initials – X.J. –
To distinguish himself from the other and any known Kennedys.
His initials are one of those long-held and cherished amenities.
Born in Dover, New Jersey, he published the poems he had made
Just as soon as he could, which in his case would mean: the third grade.
So from that day to this, ultra-witty, clever and terse,
He has cranked out some dozens of humorous books full of verse.
It’s in Lexington, Mass. that the Kennedys now make their home
Near some grandkids, whose parents are Kennedy children now grown.
In 2000, the Teachers of English awarded XJ
For his excellent poems, for the way his words touch us at play.
Seton Hall, Michigan, the Sorbonne gave him scholarly chats,
But he first won our hearts when he twisted our minds with his Brats.
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Other honors, degrees, recognitions are here duly noted,
But they all take back seats to the Gravy he told us Exploded.
XJ seems most adult-like with serious depth, it is true,
And he even was editor once of the Paris Review;
But we know underneath is a frolicking mind all the while,
And we all really do love him best when he acts… juvenile!
-- Mr. X. J. Kennedy.

(by Richard Hacken)
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Christmas Bailout

We need to bail out Santa Claus; we need to do it quick:
We need a rescue plan because our children love St. Nick.
The mortgages are failing fast on sub-prime North Pole land;
The elf economy can’t last; supply of sugar plums exceeds demand.
It all started when free market principles broke apart badly:
Santa gave stuff away just for free; profits plummeted sadly.
You can’t give and then give every Christmas with naught in return
(Well, unless you’re a parent with love and with cash you can burn).
We need to bail out Old St. Nick; we need a rescue plan:
The course of action that we pick can save him. Yes, We Can.
The stocks are flying south for sure; the elves are in revolt;
The Yuletide curse must have its cure; The CEO named Santa needs a jolt.
There is blame to go round; it is not just the elfish high wages
It is not just the bundling of toys in a way that enrages.
No, we also must point fingers squarely at dear Mrs. Claus
Her accounting shenanigans earn her the title of “Bankruptcy Clause.
We need to bail out Santa Claus; we need to do it fast:
We need a rescue plan because the consequences are so vast.
Ho, ho, ho, ho, let’s not be lax; just ask the IRS
To freely spend your payroll tax to solve the trillion dollar mess.
There is hope if we work on creating some cold Arctic storming
To save Santa’s main workshop from slush due to globalized warming.
If the gumdrop-based assets turn liquid with solar exposure,
North of Greenland we’ll see extreme puddles of melting foreclosure.
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We need to bail out Nicholas to save his candy canes.
We need to save him without fuss and soothe his inventory pains.
Since market volatility is vexing Santa Claus, why not just let him grab?
Just let him spend it all because… our grandkids can pick up the tab.
And then while we are at it, let’s fix the North Pole health care system;
Santa’s helpers’ diseases are many, too numerous to list ‘em:
Carpal tunnel from sewing and hammering with no weekends off,
High cholesterol from chocolate, plus your normal, occasional cough.
We need to bail out Old St. Nick with asset-backing bonds.
We need to pile up greenbacks quick in giant holding ponds.
The Secretary of Noël can help our jolly friend.
The Secretary of Noël can make the Christmas crisis end.
And then while we are at it, let’s save the Big Three, the sleigh makers.
There’s a way, though it’s costly, to make us ourselves the risk takers.
Hybrid sleighs are the answer – part gazelle, part giraffe, part bald eagle,
Still part reindeer, but also an earmark for Utah: part cricket, part seagull.
We need to bail out Santa Claus; we need to do it quick:
We need a rescue plan because our children love St. Nick.
Don’t be selfish like a pig, grab buckets now and bail:
Since Christmas is so very big, we simply cannot let it fail.

Richard Hacken
December 2008
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Committing Larsony
On the occasion of Jeffry Larson retiring from Yale
'Twas to Jeffry (with one "e"), to Jeffry we wanted
To deliver this irony-free double sonnet
(For "irony" dwells in the mind of the reader,
And here you'll find less iron than Bertolt Brecht's Lieder).
'Tis to Larson, to Larson upon his retiring,
That we say with a straight face: "You have been inspiring."
It is not our job here to subject you to roasting,
Since to say that we knew you is our form of boasting.
For Iberia, France, and for Italy's boot,
You're a bibliomaniac -- trained and astute.
Be it "Linguist" or "Classicist," "Eater of Eclairs,"
"Dedicated, Hard Worker" or "Traveler to Book Fairs,"
"Pikkellainen" or "Larson" or "Prince of Dauphins,"
"Kansas City's Yale Export" or "King of Romance,"
"The Curmudgeon of Conferences," "Teller of Blue Jokes,"
"Editor of the Newsletter," "One of the True Folks,"
"JKL of the WESSies..." -- whatever the naming,
You have really done well at the game you've been gaming.
Recently you were asked to expand past the Rhineland,
And you gritted your teeth, but you did not decline, man.
So we're wondering now, is it just a coincidence
That you're calling it quits in the wake of such incidents
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As attempting to work with materials Teutonical?
Optometrically trying to look through a monocle?
Let us wish you the best as you reach all your late years.
Let us send you our accolades, hand-claps and great cheers.
May you, after long decades of joy and caprice
As a good Quaker gentleman, go find some peace.
- Dick Hacken
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Randy Olsen is Moving On
(With thanks to Vachel Lindsay's "Congo")

Randy’s colleagues in a Pepsi-free room,
Lost their Pep, with feet unstable,
Sagged and reeled and pounded on the table,
Pounded on the table,
Beat a mournful tune for they’ll miss this guy,
Then they turned their heads so I wouldn’t see them cry,
Hoo, Hoo, Hoo,
At least they seemed upset as they pounded on the table,
Boomlay, boomlay, boomlay, BOOM.
To their sad petition
THEN came my decision:
I could not turn from their grieving in derision.
THEN I SAW THE PROVO, CREEPING THROUGH THE TOWN,
CUTTING PAST THE CAMPUS WITH A POIGNANT SOUND.
Then along the shelving
Of the drear book piles
Tearful librarians trudged in files;
Then I heard the boom of a tragic song
Like a thigh-bone beating on a tin-pan gong.
"RANDY’S GONE" screamed the anxious word of friends,
RANDY’S GONE, and our broken hearts can’t mend,
He who arrived in 1972,
Now his jolly days with us are through?
Who could know that he’d be gone so soon?”
Boomlay, boomlay, boomlay, BOOM.
A roaring, weepy tune that’s somewhat bogus
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From the mouth of the Provo
To the Mount of Timpanogos:
Gone is our Boss-Man,
Sweet-eyed, adorable,
It’s our loss, man,
An exit deplorable.
BOOM, now his time with us has ceased,
BOOM, may he go in love and peace,
BOOM, all the pain we’re going through,
HOO, HOO, HOO.
Listen to the yell of Randy’s ghost
Hollering to those who miss him most.
Hear his phantom words authoritarian
Of time he spent as Head Librarian.
Listen to the downbeat proclamation,
Blown through the lairs of our bookish-nation,
Blown past Level ONE with its bygone day,
Blown past Level TWO where the butterflies play,
Blown past Level THREE where the sun doth shine,
Blown past Level FOUR with its harps divine,
Blown past Level FIVE with its tales of Dostoyevski,
Blown past Level SIX where the classifying’s pesky: -"Oy, vay, bless our souls, for now he’s gone,
For Randy-Olsen, Digital-Book-Man,
Bridging the Ridge to the Future-Look-Man,
Randy-Olsen is moving on,
Randy-Olsen is moving on."
Randy, University Librarian
Even though we know that he’s American
Started his career with German books,
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By supplying them with access hooks:
So folks could know what they were all about,
Randy beat the books till he wore them out.
Randy beat the books till he wore them out.
And as he cataloged, he was well disposed
To answer all the questions that the students posed;
But now this gentle man with his skills so strong
Has agreed to go elsewhere, thus, he spake: “So long.”
It’s just such savagery and sin and wrong
That it’s shaken the room
With "Boom, boom, BOOM."
THEN I SAW THE PROVO, CREEPING THROUGH THE TOWN,
CUTTING PAST THE CAMPUS WITH A POIGNANT SOUND.
And the finest work accomplished here in Provo City
Was his “Library Suggestion Box Committee”
For it opened up the bright possibility
To serve long and well on the “Copier Committee;”
THEN administrators, from their thrones on high
Thrilled the HBLL with their heavenly cry:
"Randy Olsen will serve as AUL;
Never will he leave us, he will serve us well,
Never will he leave us, he will serve us well.”
THEN in later years, a thousand smiles
Filled the friendly faces in the book stack piles
And the reason for the joy was, well, because
Randy was the one named to be our Boss.
Pioneer angels cleared the way
For a Provo paradise, for babes at play,
For sacred periodicals, for digits availed.
A million book carts of angels sailed
With monographs of silver, and halos of blue
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And silken pennants that the sun shone through.
'Twas a land transfigured, 'twas a manifestation;
Oh, a singing wind swept this new creation
And on through the campus like fire it flew:
"The Head Librarian is Randy Olsen.
Never would he think to ever leave you.
Never would he think to ever leave you."
Content were the forests, the beasts and the men,
Until… Randy changed his mind again,
So NOW by the far, lone mount of Timpanogos
We weep, in our sorrow, with tears so hopeless,
We weep on Level ONE with its market crash,
We weep on Level TWO with its balderdash,
We weep on Level THREE like the flooding Nile,
We weep on Level FOUR so juvenile,
We weep on Level FIVE where the fiction’s forced,
We weep on Level SIX as we get outsourced: -- “
For Randy-Olsen, Digital-Book-Man,
Bridging the Ridge to the Future-Look-Man,
Randy-Olsen is moving on,
Randy-Olsen is moving on,
Randy-Olsen is moving on."

- Richard Hacken, with thanks to Vachel Lindsay’s “Congo”
December 22, 2009
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If Charles Wesley Were Alive Today...
presented at the 2010 Christmas Party
The creative process, like everything else in life, is rarely successful on the first try. Even
those who write Christmas carols make mistakes, I suppose, not just with the wording of
the lyrics or the tone of the music, but with the very idea or spirit of what Christmas
means. Yet they learn, line upon line, precept upon precept. They throw out their
mistakes, they try again, and finally, eventually, sometimes, they get it right.
If Charles Wesley were alive today, I imagine he would get the first verse of Hark the
Herald Angels Sing right on about his 4th try… The first time he would think Christmas
is about gifts under the Christmas tree:

(Singing as he composes:)
Hark the Walmart Greeters greet, Bring your credit cards… no…
Hark the Costco angels speak,
Bring your debit card this week,
At the mall the shopping’s wild
How high are the presents piled?
Joyful clothes, designer labels,
Video games upon the tables…
With the trucks of UPS, no…
With deliveries of Fed Ex
All the world… All mankind is truly blessed;
Hark the Costco angels speak,
Bring your debit card this week.
Then he would realize that’s too commercial – and he would throw it away and try
again… He would think about how Christmas is made joyful by friends & family …

Hark Hermione angels tweet,
(Let’s see, how can we rhyme this?)
Hark Hermione angels tweet,
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Friends on Facebook are… so sweet!
Peaceful now… Peace on earth now they can get
WiFi-accessed Internet;
Joyful with their iPad scriptures
Digitized with… family pictures;
Texting by hand-held device
Makes them virtual… and nice;
Hark Hermione angels tweet,
Friends on Facebook are so sweet!
That would be better, but it still wouldn’t be completely the spirit of Christmas. So he
would throw it away and try again… He would realize that the first six letters of
Christmas tell us what it’s all about… The nativity, Mary, Joseph, the baby Jesus, wise
men, shepherds, all that.

Hark, th’Angelic Choirs chime, Fullness of Meridian Time;
No… too complicated…
Hark the angels sing out loud;
What just happened makes us proud;
Ma-Rée gave birth…
Mary gáve birth…
Hail the birth of God’s own son
Glory to the Chosen One.
Swaddled in a manger bin,
(There was no room at the Inn),
He’ll grow strong in Nazareth,
Learning to shut down Old Man Death.
Hark, the Herald Angels sing,
Glory to the newborn King.
By George, I think we’ve almost got it… It could use some final polishing. Would all of
you help me sing it the right way? The first verse of “Hark the Herald Angels Sing:”
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Hark the herald angels sing
"Glory to the newborn King!
Peace on earth and mercy mild
God and sinners reconciled"
Joyful, all ye nations rise
Join the triumph of the skies
With the angelic host proclaim:
"Christ is born in Bethlehem"
Hark! The herald angels sing
"Glory to the newborn King!"
Dick Hacken,
presented 2 December 2010
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A Premature Eulogy for Richard Jensen
Only few men possess the God-given ability,
The spiritual edge, or the mental agility
To combine a soft-spoken degree of humility
With a brain full of wit and a fine polished intellect
Where sage wisdom and practical training both intersect…
But the rarity value increases by far
And the person in question becomes a true star
When he gets his hands earthy in pastures and dirt,
When to animal knowledge his powers exert
And biology keeps mind and body alert.
“Richard Jensen” (please note) are the first and last names
Of an hombre who does not play phony mind games:
Yes, a man like this man has his feet on the ground…
Or his feet on the floor – where his shoes can be found.

Dick Hacken,
31 January 2011
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Karen Griggs Leaves Her Digs
by retiring in 2011
Karen Griggs zags and zigs,
leaves her digs
in the catalog cage,
Cuz she’s done,
cuz that’s it,
cuz she’s through,
cuz she’s reached
the last stage –
Not of life, but of Anglo-American Catalog rules,
Not of joy, but of wrestling so long with the database tools.
Just perhaps her retiring reflects that she’s aged so maturely
Or perhaps that her pension is squirreled away so securely,
But some colleagues suspect that her leaving (no longer to stay)
Could have something to do with the acronym named RDA?
Mormon history’s a treasured domain where she’s strutted her stuff,
Took no guff while she researched the topics no matter how tough;
But of LCSH and rewinding cassettes, that’s enough.
With a mind that is sharp like a carbon-based Wikipedia,
She’ll be missed when we want fullest access to all of the media.
To which now her retort has to be: “Well, bye-bye, we’ll be seein’ ya!”
By Dick Hacken
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Ode to a Kathy
On her retirement in 2011
Regarding Kathy Johansen, the facts are empirical:
Wise in a head that’s so smart and so… spherical,
Plus in a heart that is loving and lyrical
Dwelleth such service that’s been stratospherical,
Truly she must be a bindery prep miracle.
How can a fascicle person so thin
Fit those multiple volumes of wisdom and goodness within?
Perhaps it’s the mucilage binding, collegial strong glue,
Or maybe the spine that is straight, strong and true.
So with rhythm dactylic, we state she’s idyllic
And bibliophilic:
Methodical
With each periodical,
Imperial
In her command of the serial,
Guiding the users to bits and to particles
Which they were seeking in journal-type articles.
Plus in her spare time, she’s dabbled in management,
Yet now she's condemned herself to… some form of banishment,
For she’s retiring and leaving us all in the lurch:
We shall need a committee to make a tough search
For someone
Who works just like her,
But it cannot be done...
That’s for sure.
She’ll have nothing to do now but digital scrapbooking,
Or kitchen-grade chemical skills in some great gourmet cooking
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Or pleasing the palate with carbs and with sugar through baking,
Or sewing or quilting or jewelry making.*
She will tend all the plants in her garden,
Granting insects not one bit of pardon.
She might even have time, and might have that time amply
To spend with her family.
Yes, let us not dance
All about the hip-happy happenstance
That Kathy Johansen excels so handsomely well -Maybe it's time now that she can just… rest for a spell?
By Dick Hacken
July 29, 2011
* These are all Boolean “ors”…
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A Rap Sonnet Rhapsody for Deb
as she leaves the library
Hey, Deb, Deb, Deb of family Hatch:
You have got a plane to catch
To Indiana’s pumpkin patch,
For training that you can unlatch,
For credentials you can snatch,
So you can have a career to match.
To such initiative we doff our hats
While muttering under our breath: “Oh, rats!”
When Butler* gathers the grades and stats,
There will be no-one to match
You amongst the medical batch.
You’re off to learn and grow, so natch:
We will miss our pleasant chats,
We will miss you, Deborah Hatch!

Dick Hacken,
3 August 2011
*...University, not Julene...
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Ode to the BYU Library School
That Exists No More On the HBLL Fifth Floor,
But That Lives On in Our Cranium
In the Memory of our Brainium
And Shall Through the Ages
Be Enscribed on Virtual Pages
As High-Falutin’ Praises
In a Few Phrases
In a previous century now enshrouded in fog,
We were living a life that was most analog.
Those were years when we could get
Along without the Internet,
Those were years when a Facebook was just a photo album
And when a severe case of the Google could be alleviated with talcum.
Those were years when “Apple” was just a fruit,
And “the web” was a place where spiders commute.
A “digital revolution” meant your finger was turning,
And “blog” was what you said when your stomach was churning.
Those were years still engraved on stone calendars of the Mayans,
And so there was no “School of Information Science.”
No, no, we were going to be “professional librarians,”
Not cybernetic digital binary utilitarians.
We were going to learn about books made with paper,
Not electrons dispersed like vapor.
In that previous century now deemed old,
I was told
That if I wanted to be a “professional librarian,”
Then I should go to BYU Library School.
But because dyslexia can be so cruel
To the voices in my head,
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When they said “professional librarian”
I thought they said “liberated proletarian,”
So I answered: “Sure, I’ll sign up for school.”
Not knowing exactly what I was doing,
But trusting the course that I was pursuing,
I found my MLS-mongering way
Like many of you that are here today,
To the BYU Emporium of Higher Library Learning
To wallow in words for which, apparently, I was yearning.
Let me list some professors by last name, alphabetically,
A system that reflects academia aesthetically:
From Marsha Broadway’s in-class dramatizations,
I learned the finer arts of reference negotiations.
On assignment for Maurice Marchant’s course on methodology
I wrote a research paper that I later published, possibly.
Victor Purdy had me assemble a detailed plan of collection development,
Which, under his guidance, became useful and relevant.
Under the tutelage of Dorothy Shields
I learned to classify access points in MARC record fields.
Nathan Smith’s class on biblio-psychology adjusted the way I think,
Saving me thousands of dollars I didn’t spend on a shrink.
Mediated-automated-Dialog-data searching set my head a’twirling,
For this was my intro into the digital world as seen by Keith Stirling.
Curtis Wright spoke eruditely of tension between Athens and Jerusalem,
And his philosophy of librarianship rang true, by gum.
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You may have taken courses from Thayne Johnson or Hattie Knight;
As for me, the timing just wasn’t right.
You may have sat at the feet of Merle Lamson or Lucille Thorne,
As for me, I’m so young, that’s almost before I was born.
I hope your library school experiences were as memorable as mine:
I hope in later life you’ve plucked these memories from the vine,
Whether you became a “professional librarian”
Or have, like me, at last become a “liberated proletarian.”
By Dick Hacken
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The Butler Did It
(In a British voice if possible):
Sadness sweeps through Downton Abbey,
The servants are throwing fits;
In the library nobody’s happy
(Even the "legacy search machine" is crabby),
'Cuz the Butler is calling it quits.
All the aristocrats are losing their swagger
As the hard truth hits;
No-one feels like puttin’ on the Ritz:
They hold their hearts, fall back, and stagger
As if they’ve been stabbed with a dagger,
'Cuz the Butler is calling it quits.
The Lieutenant's Woman with a locket in her pocket
Is depressed with misery where she sits:
She’s decided to end it all, to go out like a rocket
By sticking her finger in an open light socket,
But the electrical system is on the fritz,
'Cuz the Butler is calling it quits.
Forty-one years Julene has been serving in the mansion,
Assembling reference kits,
Directing the media blitz,
Ascending without controversy to leadership glitz;
Now she deserts us for some “well-earned” pension:
The Butler is calling it quits.
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Julene is like Moses! The comparison’s rather stunning,
Except for the “lost in the wilderness” bits;
Yet now in the Promised Land, it seems funny...
Now that it’s time for the milk and the honey,
Now that she’s earning a boatload of money,
Now when the staff is all smiling and sunny
(For the most part),
Now when it’s gotten as good as it gets,
The Butler is calling it quits.
(Switch personas: Into a rural USA voice if possible):
The England Guy had real bad timin’;
He forgot some words he coulda’ been rhymin’…
Like:
"Sadness sweeps through the lib-ary
Umm, just like, umm, just like the change in air pressure when somebody
spits,
And ever’body’s sad, ‘cuz it’s the pits
‘Cuz Julene is eatin' cold hominy grits."
He coulda’ said somethin’ like that,
Or like this:
She rolled into our hearts,
Oh, how it really smarts,
That we must say “Adieu.”
I hear she’s gonna write a lib’ary history
Until her fingers get all blistery,
So maybe she’ll still keep herself in view.
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Now before I give it a rest,
Just lemme say,
If it’s okay:
Julene, it must be admitted
You are the Butler that did it.
We wish you the best.
by Dick Hacken
August 22, 2012
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How Do You Buy Latino Books Like Marco?
(to the tune of “How Do You Solve a Problem Like Maria”)
(with apologies to the Sound of Music)
- On the occasion of Mark Grover's Retirement Note:
(J) indicates Janet sings
(D) indicates Dick sings
(T) or "Tutti" indicates both sing
Tutti:
He left Malad, said “So long, Dad,
My mission’s in Brazil.”
He waltzed his way through history class
At our diploma mill.
A Ph.D. Latino
He at Bloomington fulfilled:
We’ve even seen him teaching Latin Studies.
(J)
He seldom goes to meetings…
(D)
But he still scales all the heights;
(J)
He’s never late for anything…
(D)
Especially Delta flights.
Tutti:
We love to have to say it
‘Cuz we feel it’s only right:
This Marco’s quite a whiz at Latin Studies.
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(D)
I'd like to say a word at his behest:
Marco - is - the best
Tutti:
How do you buy Latino books like Marco?
How do you count the vendors that he likes?
How do you find the proper word for Marco?
(J)
A history-freak!...
(D)
A Latínophile!...
(J)
Oh, Yikes!
(D)
(Will you teach us Latin?)
Tutti:
Many a thing you know we’d like to tell him
Many a thing he ought to understand
But how do we make him stay
Once he has retired today
How do we keep a wave upon the sand?
(D)
(Unless we’re talkin’ about sand on the beach at Ipanema in Brazil)
Tutti:
Oh, how do you buy Latino books like Marco?
How do you hold collections in your hand?
(D)
(How do you hold those e-books in your hand?)
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(J)
He wrote papers, he wrote books,
He gave students pleasant looks,
He did interviews, made histories of the church…;
(D)
He gave speeches, and he teached
Far and near his word has reached…,
(J) He is leaving…,
(D) We are left now…
(T) In the lurch.
(D)
He’ll inspire us when he’s gone
To Buenos Aires, Greece or Bonn,
But we’ll never know exactly where he is…
(J)
In the southern hemispherics
He’ll make journeys and sing lyrics…
(D)
He's a traveler!...
(J)
He's historic…!
(T)
He’s a whiz!
Tutti:
How do you buy Latino books like Marco?
How do you count the vendors that he likes?
How do you find the proper word for Marco?
(J)
A history-freak!...
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(D)
A Latínophile!...
(J)
Oh, Yikes!
Tutti:
Many a thing you know we’d like to tell him
Many a thing he ought to understand
But how do we make him stay
Once he has retired today
How do we keep a wave upon the sand?
(D)
(Unless we’re talkin’ about sand on the beach at Ipanema in Brazil)
Tutti:
Oh, how do you buy Latino books like Marco?
How do you hold collections in your hand?
(J)
He’d out-migrate any bird
Half the world, or so I’ve heard,
He can’t count the continents he’s stepped upon…
(D)
(I’m not very good at math, either!)
He’s in Cuba! Mozambique!
Singapore! Or Macchu Peach!...
(J)
Now Dubrovnik!...
(D)
Casablanc’!...
(T)
Miami Beach!
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(D)
Argentina, then Berlin,
And a trip to Santaquin,
These are just some destinations that he chose…
(J)
For SALALM in Guadalajar’
Books in Lisbon not too far…
(D)
He’s in London…,
(J)
Barcelona…,
(T)
Adiós!
Tutti:
How do you buy Latino books like Marco?
How do you count the vendors that he likes?
How do you find the proper word for Marco?
(J)
A history-freak!
(D)
A Latínophile!
(J)
Oh, Yikes!
Tutti:
Many a thing you know we’d like to tell him
Many a thing he ought to understand
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But how do we make him stay
Once he has retired today
How do we keep a wave upon the sand?
Oh, how do you buy Latino books like Marco?
How do you hold collections in your hand?

By Dick Hacken,
September 13, 2013
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The Totally Unauthorized 2014 HBLL Annual Report

LEVEL SUB-ZERO
Down deep, down low, where we all rarely go,
All year long dwelt the Phantom of the Library named “Joe.”
Through tubes and hoops he traveled in loops
And he still is there yet, with his girlfriend, Georgette,
Pushing the info we get through our vast Internet.
Though the phantoms have charms, and they mean us no harms,
Still, their humongous forearms set off fire alarms.

LEVEL ONE
This year no flood from Hurricane Walt poured into our vault,
Nor was there an earthquake assault from the Wasatch Fault.
Many books sat in compact storage like so many split peas for porridge,
And students took courage to search and to forage.
Now here’s a partial list / of books you may have missed:
A biography by Freud’s mother, who claims Sigmund didn’t love her;
A book on marrying the perfect mate, by Henry VIII;
A manual on making a small fortune smaller by not investing a single dollar;
And a pamphlet on the accomplishments and progress of the 113th Congress.

LEVEL TWO
Library Instruction, plain to see, was aided by Information Technology.
Human Resources increased our labor forces.
The Department of Periodicals gave us dailies and monthlies and chronicles.
Science and Religion came together, with important collections to gather:
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They added the Quarterly for Nuts and Bolts,
The SmartCar Guide to Shocks and Jolts,
The Encyclopedia of Catapults, the Journal of Irreproducible Results,
The Quaker Yearbook of Seismology, the Handbook of Agnostic Theology,
A database of Greek Genealogy using Olympian Methodology,
A thesis on Feline Ornithology and a laminated Guide to Rain Forest Ecology.
Also, some maps of Venetian Verandas, biographies of department store Santas,
An Underwater Atlas of Atlantis, and a Catechism for the Praying Mantis.

LEVEL 2.5 - THE LAO
The BYU HBLL LAO with its AULs compared its WIG to ACRL’s,
Arranging in AC for the LCC and FAC to find favor in the ASB.
Many a committee got down to the nitty-gritty:
The RCC asked LCF and WWG to consider whether CMDC
Could interface PDQ with MC3 to leverage OCLC and YBP.

LEVEL THREE
All year 2014, the grand staircase went in between,
Betwixt the floors, I mean, as a do-it-yourself climbing machine.
For those arriving on Level Three, 9 out of ten landscape artists agree,
The view to the north, to a high degree, remained something beautiful to see.
I guarantee you I’m not jesting when I say that the sight was arresting,
Since two security guards were nesting right there if you needed contesting.
The atrium was glassy, the Learning Commons was classy,
Repair folks saved many a book’s chassis, and ILL sent titles off to Tallahassee.
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LEVEL FOUR
This was the Place… for viola and harp, for music bearing a flat or a sharp,
For musical scores to display each part for the budding Amadeus Mozart.
This was the Place… for the Asian book supply from Miyazaki to Sendai
Teaching the proper battle cry to the budding Samurai.
This was the Place… to walk each aisle, searching for books so Juvenile
That even us older kids could spend a while admiring their artistic style.
This was the Place… where cinema dwells, films that hold us under their spells
With a narrative voice whose tension tells of Alfred Hitchcock or Orson Welles.

LEVEL FIVE
May we recommend, as the year comes to an end,
That you come view the hue and amenities, the huge manatees,
The heart of inanities and vanities known as the Arts and Humanities?
Come see how foreign literature rages once it’s let out of its cages!
Come see Ancient Studies untrussed, throwing off millennia of dust!
Come hear Icelandic, Arabic and Welsh, with nary a consonant to squelch!
Come see Van Gogh go-go, from the side where his one good ear will show!
In short, open up your hearts to the Humanities and the Arts!
(You may have noticed that objectivity is not my proclivity.)

LEVEL SIX
Keep on climbing to the Friends Room,
where ideas (like pansies) blossom and bloom;
Wander past the darkened media den, that produces a video now and then,
Wander past the inner media cloister that pulls a pearl from every oyster,
Through the gated partitions that lead to cataloging and acquisitions
Where each Maria and Gertrude and Mike never MetaData they didn’t like.
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Perhaps you’ll meet Bob the Max, and hear him explain the facts,
Namely, that RDA is here to stay.
And then, last not but least, if you travel to the far southeast,
You can watch acquisitions contrive to help the budgets survive,
And if they keep them alive, behold the new books arrive.

LEVEL SEVEN
Continuing upward, climbing high, you will reach the Utah sky.
This is where our phantoms chill while the fire alarms shriek and trill.
Look up next time, and perhaps you’ll see them,
just like gargoyles smilin’ and beamin’.
As I’ve described the First through Sixth dimension,
perhaps your area got too little attention:
If so, don’t go into tantrums, or I’ll report you to our phantoms.
Thanks for being such a good sport; that’s the end of the library report.

- Richard Hacken
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Abdication of the Budget Czar
Who guards collection funds we know.
Tom Wright is abdicating though,
No longer to watch our spending here
Nor keep an eye on budget flow.
When from the balance sheet we veer,
No longer will he keep us austere,
Nor tell us what we must forsake
Until the end of fiscal year.
Tom will give himself a break
To exit for retirement’s sake
As he ignores inflation’s creep
O’er funds that founder in his wake.
Retirement’s lovely, dazzling, deep,
But we have fund codes we must bleep,
And promises to buy things cheap,
And promises to buy things cheap.
- Dick Hacken, 2015
with apologies to Robert Frost
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Survival Instincts of a Mountain Biker
Two roads diverged upon slick rock
And Tom knew gravity governed both.
Having once fallen, he took cool stock
To choose the road that would cause less shock,
Less likely to wrench from him an oath;
Then took the left fork, with red rock bare,
And having perhaps the better grip,
Because it was solid and had less wear;
There were no sand or pebbles there
To cause bicycle tires to slip.
Adrenaline junkie though he was,
Tom did not want his head to crack,
So into his helmet he stuffed some gauze
And avoided ruts in the rocks because
He valued the vertebrae of his back.
So now I tell you how Tom Wright traveled,
Showing a lot of his good sense:
Of two bike paths, one of them unraveled—
But Tom took the path less graveled,
And that has made all the difference.
-

Dick Hacken, 2015
with apologies to Robert Frost and best wishes to Tom Wright
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A Visit From Saint Trumpless
(Christmas 2015)

‘Twas the night before Christmas, and all through Trump Towers
Not a profit had plummeted for several hours.
Stock options were stored in a very safe place
In the hopes that St. Trumpless would soon show his face.
The billionaires were nestled all snug in their offices,
While visions of recession tightened their esophaguses;
And Mama in her futon and I in my chair
Had just settled down to watch Stephen Colbert.
When such a noise clattered outside the skyscraper,
I sprang from my seat to see what was the caper.
Away to the window I flew with a roar,
But I didn’t open it, because it was on the 85th floor.
The moon glistening over the city of New York
Gave the luster of brownstone, or maybe pulled pork,
When what to my wondering eyes (did I witness this?):
A jet helicopter and six tiny apprentices.
With a little old passenger showing such an attitude
That I knew in a moment it was not St. Jude.
Stamped in fine gold on the chopper was modeled:
“Get out of my way, for I am the Donald!”
More rapid than aspersions the helicopter came,
And he shouted and called his apprentices by name:
“Now Kelly, now Kendra, and now Omarosa!
On Brandy, On Randal, and on Ponderosa!
To the top of the Towers, You seem uninspired!
Now dash away, dash away, for you are all fired!”
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As dry words that before the primary debate fly,
When they meet with the media, mount to the sky,
So up top they flew to the helicopter pad,
Where Ivanka said to Trumpless, “I think we’re home, Dad.”
And then, in a twinkling, I heard from the penthouse
What sounded like a fox just entering the henhouse.
As I drew in my head, and was turning towards port,
Down the staircase St. Trumpless came with a snort.
He was dressed in a suit from his head to his wallet,
And his portfolio was not tarnished, but looking quite solid;
A bundle of bills he had stuffed in his pocket,
And he looked like a banker just making his deposit.
His eyes—how they darted! His mouth went unchecked
While avoiding all words politically correct.
He would wrinkle his nose when expressing dismay,
And on top of his head was an orange toupee.
He wasn’t exactly a jolly old elf,
But he laughed at his own jokes, in spite of himself.
A wink of his eye and a twist of his dimple,
Soon gave me to know all his answers were simple.
He spoke many words about fears he had harbored,
Then tiring of us, he turned towards starboard,
And tapping his clock, he made up his mind,
And giving a nod, up the staircase he climbed;
He sprang to his chopper beneath whirling rotors,
And away they all flew with the sound of loud motors,
But I heard him exclaim, seated by his third spouse:
“Happy Christmas to all: see you in the White House.”

Dick Hacken, 2015
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HEREAS and WHENCE: since Doctor Tom, i.e., “Izzy
the Bickster,” once churned and earned a Doctoral Decree
full well from Cornell University of the Finger Lakes;

WHEREAS and WHENCE: since Doctor Izz, i.e., “He
who Looks at Books,” mastered a Masters Decree in Library Silence from the I.
U. Bloomington University of Hoosierdom;
WHEREAS and WHITHER: since The Gentleman with the Initials T.M.I.,
which stands not so much for “Too Much Information,” but rather for
“Thoroughly Motivated Ingenuity,” did sparkle and gleam as a Subject Specialist
– and at times even as a Honcho of Collections – during years of duty as he
pulled his freight at Wichita State, kept on clockin’ and rockin’ at Johns Hopkins,
and piqued peaked his career as he kept on truckin’ with the truckers at Rutgers;
HEREAS and WHITHER: since Monsignor Thomas, i.e.,
the Gnome at Home in Rome, a respected scholar without a
clerical collar, while documenting the medieval church
chronicle and the laws canonical, followed the Cardinal
rules; discovered that Piccolomini was redundant (since
“piccolo” = “mini”), and was therefore pious as a Pius; took
an, uh, Cusa-story approach; and put the Eucharist in its
place (medievally, canonically, legally speaking);
WHEREAS and WHATEVER: since Tom, known as “Tom,” has proven
himself to be an excellent colleague and friend in circles narrowly local and
broadly inter-national, from meetings of the Western European Studies Sectional
Ottoman to tours of subterranean archeological church foundations (subtle,
arcane and logical) in the Eternal City;”
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HEREAS and WHOOP-DEE-DOO: since the name
“Izbicki” has etymological – if not entomological – sources
within the halls and walls of the Polish word “izba,” meaning
“room,” and since a “tom” is different than a “hen,” such
that he really could and should be named “Dr. Tom
(‘Turkey’) Chambers;”
WHEREAS and HOWEVER: since Dr. Tom (‘Turkey’) Chambers, the Man
of the Hour, or Man of the Day, the Week, the Year, will now be able to
proclaim with W.C. Fields (not on some future grave marker but as a
conversation sparker): “On the whole, I’d rather be in Philadelphia;”
OW THEREFORE, WHEREFORE, EVERMORE, and
WHAT’S MORE: Let it be decreed herewith and shouted
from the rooftops (or declaimed from the risotto restaurants of
Via Veneto and from the quiet and vitally secreted dives of the Vatican Secret
Archives) that WE (that is, All of Us), proffer and offer up unto Him on the
Occasion of His Retirement (which shall surely now slow his writing to only 50
hours per week)… continuing that thought, we offer and proffer Him the
maximum of best wishes for a long and joyous future: for a post-collectionconnection future; for a post-committee-meeting future; for an ad hoc, ex officio
future in jubilo, in extremis, in excelsis, surrounded by family, friends, books,
food and drink, satisfaction, and the occasional reminder that we (All of Us,
remember!) will be directing our ongoing feelings, our glowing feelings, our everflowing feelings His way with the sincerity and gentleness of old friends.

Richard Hacken and Gordon Anderson. Illustration: Beata Szpura
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The Retirement of Marianne Siegmund
(My Dear Wife)
There are prologues and epilogues
In work as in life.
There are backlogs for catalogs;
Just ask my wife.
Marianne was born in a land long scorned
For being a bit vampiric,
But in Transyl-Vane, as we must explain,
All the fuss is just atmospheric;
For Dracula’s decoy is a clever ploy
To attract live tourist corpses:
So for garlic’s sakes and for wooden stakes
When the full moon drapes over darkened shapes
You won’t need pitchforks and torches.
Ms. Siegmund was young when her family was flung
From the land she would not be raised in;
In the midst of a war that they could not ignore
They shared an experience much like the Syrians
And left the Carpathian basin.
Since the reason they left leaves the spirits depressed;
Since the full story smarts, we will now leave some parts
To your own imagination
And proceed to the scenes following New Orleans
Where the family passed immigration.
Though her language was German, with accents determined
To have almost no comparison,
Through social tectonics and reading the comics,
She was soon speaking goodly American.
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Then she got cultivated and well educated
At the Sooner State’s OU.
Following Oklahoma’s she got two more diplomas
Till her brain could store more than she knew.
With college behind her, she deftly refined her
Librarianship down to a science.
Her catalog skills she “classified” as thrills,
Rejoicing at LC compliance.
She started to work, and one day met some jerk,
And eventually they formed an alliance.
The best choice she saw was to move to Utah,
Strange place for a roving Hungarian;
And then over time in this harsh desert clime,
She became the Romance Cat Librarian.
There is quite an advantage to Romance as a language
And it’s clearly one Marianne knows,
Yet the speech of romance that they parlay in France
Is not one that naturally flows.
The Italian dactylic that seems so idyllic
For her, likewise, just comes and goes;
But the tones of Madrid, from a Fulbright she did,
Caught her fancy for Spanish Castilian.
(Though the syllable wisps and the audible lisps
Almost call for a tongue that’s reptilian.)
Now her years have moved on and her pension is drawn;
She has things to look forward to that way.
Yes, it’s Marianne’s joy to no longer annoy
Herself with the RDA.
How great to ignore and not care anymore
What the national utilities say.
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For goodness SACO she’ll forsake the NACO
And BIBCO will be bupkus.
Whether names are established or backlogs are banished
Will no longer cause her a ruckus.
“OCLC” is down, that Eskimo noun
Properly pronounced “Awk-Lock.”
What it means I don’t know, maybe some sort of snow
That the Inuit have in stock.
Once you’ve put in your years it is easy, one hears,
To simply just step aside,
As you happily read or get up on a steed
And gallop off all satisfied;
But a few do like dealing with that hybrid feeling,
When the time at work expires;
When the feelings are mixed, and you get transfixed,
Such as when Marianne retires.
Now the books in Spanish no longer vanish
Beneath her magic touch,
And the words one sees in the Portuguese
Might as well be Ancient Dutch.
Oh, the vivid looks in Italian books
Have now turned to drab and grey,
Since before our sight things have turned less bright:
Marianne has gone away.
-

Dick Hacken, 2016
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